
MagnetoElastic Interactions in Multiferroic
Materials: An Experimental Point of View

• Several Short Examples to Check What the Lattice is Doing
• Microscopic vs. Bulk Property Measurements
• Things that α Tells Us; Limitations on α
• Searching for Symmetry Breaking, Spin-Phonon Coupling, Using 

Applied Field to Modify Phonons
– DyMn2O5

– Ni3V2O8

• Hope to convince you that lattice is very important in multiferroic
materials

Jan Musfeldt, University of Tennessee



MagnetoCalorimetry in Cs2CuBr4: an 
S = ½ 2D Quantum Antiferomagnet

Ono, PRB (2003), Fortune and Takano (Unpublished)



The Lattice is Important
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Complex phase diagram, typical for all RMn2O5
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Space group Pbam:

MnO6 octahedra form ribbons || c and are 
linked by MnO5 bi-pyramids

Mainly AFM superexchange coupling 
between Mn moments

Ferroelectricity arises just below the AFM 
ordering temperature, TN ≈ 40 K

Additional phase transitions at lower T

Magnetic frustration among the Mn 
spins !
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Structural distortions and ferroelectricity in RMn2O5

B. Lorenz Talk

ε1 and P are good for mapping
out phase space



But they don’t tell you what the lattice 
is doing.



Search for structural anomalies at the FE and AFM transitions

The lattice strain associated with the ferroelectric transitions in RMn2O5 clearly revealed 

HoMn2O5 TbMn2O5

Largest lattice anomalies at the low-temperature FE transitions – this is the 
phase that is most susceptible to perturbations (magnetic field, pressure)

dela Cruz, PRB (2006)



The Lattice is Important

Dilatometry is Very Sensitive to the 
Lattice Parameters



Other multiferroic compounds

Ni3V2O8 MnWO4

As with the RMn2O5 compounds – the strongest lattice anomalies are at the low-T 
transition from the ferroelectric to the reentrant paraelectric phase

→ Effects of lattice strain and external pressure are significant at low T’s

B. Lorenz Talk



The Lattice is Important

And it’s Critical to Measure Very 
Small Changes Properly



X-Ray and Neutron Diffraction

• “Regular” x-ray scattering 
measures bulk or average 
structure

• Y. Noda says displacements on 
Mn4+(z) = 74 fm and O2(x) = 
99 fm in RMn2O5

• Displacements are small and 
can only be measured by 
specialized techniques

• Location of magnetic Bragg 
peaks (for instance), can 
distinguish commensurate and 
incommensurate structures
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Y. Noda.



Perturbation Theory
Expand Hamiltonian as function of atomic distortion (normal coordinate), Q:

where

then

1st-order JT
Non-zero for orbitally

degenerate states
want this to  be zero
NOT d1, d2, d4, etc.!

always negative 
(relaxation of electron 

distribution); 
want this to be large

need a non-zero matrix 
element for En close to 
E(0)

always positive 
(moving nuclei with 

fixed electrons);
want this to be small

Second-order Jahn-Teller effect

|0>, |n> are ground, nth excited 
electronic state at Q=0

Spalding Talk



The Lattice is Important

But What is Q? 

(1 or More Important Distortions?)



Lattice Distortion at Magnetic 
Ordering Temperature in TbMn2O5: 

Lattice Symmetry Broken

Predicted Distortions are Small… How to Find Them?

L. He, PRB (2008)



Can calculate Born Effective charges

ue
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Certain P coming from certain displacements… But displacements are small.



Bulk vs Microscopic Techniques

• Bulk probes measure average properties
• Sometimes magnetostriction, average structure, 

bulk phonon contribution not enough
• Microscopic probes measure local properties

– neutron scattering
– Raman scattering
– optical spectroscopies
– second harmonic generation

• Symmetry and selection rules, Other issues
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Cross Coupling Distinguishes Multiferroics
from Other Correlated Oxides

ferroelastics ferromagnets

ferroelectrics

The renaissance of magnetoelectric
multiferroics, N. A. Spaldin and M. 
Fiebig, Science 15, 5733 (2005)



Magnetoelectric coupling by Landau theory...
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Free energy

Contribution from 
electrical response 
to electric field

Magnetic equivalent 
of first term

Linear magnetoelectric
coupling via αij(T)

βijk(T) and γijk(T): higher order 
magnetoelectric coefficients
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A multiferroic that is ferromagnetic 
and ferroelectric is liable to display 
large linear magnetoelectric effects. 



The Big Rub
• Many different microscopic mechanisms to couple P and M
• Magnetostriction is controlling the whole problem but almost no 

one pays attention
• Want larger, but limits on the size of α

• Large α yields big, cross-coupled P and M. (Then can operate 
devices at 300 K.)

• Therefore, need significant magnetoelastic coupling.
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!!• magnetostriction
• thermal expansion
• heat capacity
• dielectric constant

spin lattice

spin-lattice coupling
rigid lattice?

flexible crystalline
lattice

MOTIVATION

A.N. Lavrov et al., Nature, 2002

Magnetic shape-memory effects

which phonons?

dependence  with 
magnetic state?

microscopic distortions 
still unknown for many

materials

average structure
lattice constants

bulk phonon contributions 

bulk 

Using magnetostriction to measure 
magnetoelastic coupling…

V.S. Zapf et al., J. Appl. Phys, 2007



My Plan

• DyMn2O5

• Ni3V2O8

Then we will go to Golleta Beach for a picnic!



Why I like these systems
• Interplay between S, L, C and O degrees of freedom drives rich 

physics in complex oxides
• Interactions are strong, so materials on “knifes edge”, straddling 

unique areas of H, T, P space
• Delicacy of interplay makes materials susceptible to tuning
• Role of lattice is commonly acknowledged, little is known about 

magnetic ordering-induced lattice distortions or the effect of high 
magnetic field on local structure.

• Generally assumed that lattice is rigid, with coupling limited by 
different energy scales

• Recent experiments are starting to yield a different consensus…
• Materials with strong spin-phonon coupling (such as the multiferroics) 

offer the opportunity to investigate potentially larger effects



Focused search for magnetoelastic coupling 
on geometrically frustrated DyMn2O5

Cao et al, PRB (2008).

ΓIR = 14B3u (a) + 14B2u (b) + 8B1u(c)

36 IR active modes in PE phase

No symmetry breaking… Displacements
that lower symmetry to non-centrosymm
point group very small.



Phonon modes through the magnetic ordering transitions

Fitting the temperature dependence:

Evaluating the coupling:

Weak dips at TN1 (43 K), TN2 (27 K), 
and Tc2 (18 K)

3 different FE phases associated w/
slightly different phonon characteristics,
although magnetic ordering-induced 
lattice distortion small.

Cao et al, PRB (2008).

• FE1 to FE2: modest change in Mn-O 
streching modesof octahedra and square
pyramids + relative motion of 
polyhedra
and Dy3+ centers

• FE2 to FE3: Same distortions + 
changes
in Mn-O bending modes and relative 
motion 
of Dy3+ and O centers

No mode splitting at low temperature 
transitions…Different than TbMn2O5.



Symmetry Breaking in TbMn2O5

• b-polarized mode activated in low temperature ferroelectric phase
• normally, mode is Raman-active
• spectral weight and frequency tracks polarization
• good order parameter

Valdes-Aguilar, PRB (2006).



Phonon modes through the magnetic ordering transitions

Fitting the temperature dependence:

Evaluating the coupling:

Weak dips at TN1 (43 K), TN2 (27 K), 
and Tc2 (18 K)

3 different FE phases associated w/
slightly different phonon characteristics,
although magnetic ordering-induced 
lattice distortion small.

Cao et al, PRB (2008).



Several coupling constants are large

This suggests that some modes may be sensitive to applied magnetic field.

Cao et al, PRB (2008).



DyMn2O5 in Magnetic Field

• majority of modes display rich and surprisingly strong field dependence
• suggests that applied field modifies local MnO6 and MnO5 structure and, as consequence, affects 

Mn-O-Mn superexchange interactions
• many changes ~10% at 18 T and appear w/ complex derivative-like structures, indicative of 

frequency shifts
• let’s look closely at 4 different mode clusters… good opportunity to elucidate magnetoelastic

coupling effects J. Cao, PRL (2008).



Modes between 600 – 700 cm-1

• stretching of Mn-O octahedra
• broad spectral changes with H, 

gradual redistribution of 
spectral weight

• connection to longitudinal 
magnetostriction studies; 
changes on order of 10-4

• find Δa/a increases with H
• a is “soft” direction, 

perpendicular to axial bonds of 
MnO6 octahedra

• consistent with field-induced 
“squashing” of octahedra

• local structure changes effect 
orbital overlap, which modifies 
exchange interactions as J~t2/U

J. Cao, PRL (2008).



Large λ’s observed for bending modes too

• mode displacement patterns more 
complicated: relative motion between 
Dy3+ and equitorial O, relative motion 
of O centers, torsion and twisting 
motion of octahedra

• 10% deviation at 18 T and lineshapes
consistent with small frequency shifts

• Sensitivity of 217 cm-1 to  H and T 
(across TN1 and Tc2) consistent with 
magnetoelastic coupling mechanism 
involving displacement of Dy centers 
wrt equitorial O plane in octahedra
along b direction + local twisting and 
squashing of MnO6 octahedra in soft 
a direction

• Both distortions modify Mn-O-Mn
superexchange interactions

J. Cao, PRL (2008).



Applied Field Also Drives System Thru 
Series of Magnetic Ground States

• this cascade of transitions 
has potential to be associate 
with changes in lattice

• lines in 140 – 180 cm-1

useful here
• peak positions and area 

sensitive to FE3 to FE2 
transition (H||b) at 8.5 T

• additional evidence for 
strong S-L coupling + role 
of relative MnO6 and MnO5
motion wrt Dy3+ centers



Low Frequency Displacement Modes

• 3 low frequency modes calculated to be 
at 95, 110, and 117 cm-1, in good agreement
with spectrum
• relative Mn polyhedra/Dy3+ displacements
• peaks develop in absorption difference 
spectra, signaling oscillator strength shifts
• integrating, spectral weight increases at 
4 T, coincident with PE to HF transition.

Cao et al, PRB (2008).



Static Magneto-Dielectric Effect: Prominent Example 
of Interplay Made Manifest in Bulk Properties

Hur et al., PRL, 2004.

• Dispersive contrast gains strength 
from nearby dipole allowed 
excitations

• Electromagnetons, crystal field 
excitations shown to contribute

• field-dependent phonons discussed 
here also have the right symmetry

• Relative importance depends on 
proximety



What We Learn: DyMn2O5

• Observation that local structure is sensitive to magnetic field 
in DyMn2O5 has important consequences for design of 
functional oxides

• Explains underlying phonon contribution to bulk property 
trends, detailing which phonons are involved and 
connecting important features to displacement patterns

• Such phenomena not only important for multiferoic oxides 
but for other correlated oxides, where many exotic 
properties derive from S-L-C coupling rather than a rigid 
lattice and separation of different degrees of freedom



My Plan

• DyMn2O5

• Ni3V2O8

Then we will go to Laguna Beach for a picnic!



Musfeldt Group
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